This recording has a somewhat convoluted history. The existence of this in-performance taping in the Eastman
Theatre was re-disco vered by me in Fall, 1985, while researching the old index-card catalogue of the Sibley Music
Library, where a single card had the information ' Merry Mount, May 1955, binaural. When a librarian finally
located the tapes in a school annex, I learned that they were experimental binaural stereo captured on a staggeredhead Magnecorder tape recorder. (This was a full year before the first commercial stereo sessions engineered by
Mercury Records). \Xlhen that single machine ' di ed at some subseguent point, no transfer to standard in-line
stereo had ever been made to the best of our knowledge ... and we looked! E astman Recording Services and their
engineer, Ross Ritchie, rented a then-very-expensive full-frequenc y digital delay box to slow down the advance
channel to match the follow channel. \Xlhen 1 heard the synchronized o utput, 1 was overj oyed at the guality of the
early experimental" stereo and, most of all, of the magnificent interpretation of this wonderful opera by its
composer.
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At that time I was the Radio Manager for the NPR radio station in Rochester, WXXI-FM. We were quite
collaborative with the network producers in Washington, D C, so it was very natural for me to approach Andy
T rudeau ofNPR to co-produce with \'\IXXI-FM the first-ever network-radio broadcast of this historic
performance.
Damage to some po rtions of the original tape - especially the overture and first minutes of the recording - led us to
the decision to edit in 11 repaie' sections of Merry Mount from the 1957 commercial recording for Me rcury of
selections from the Opera, once again with Dr Hanson conducting. These patches were derived from an ERA LP
disc.
John Proffitt, letter to the producer, 2014 (exceipf;
Producer's Note
This remarkable reco rding of Howard Hanson's o nly opera is a wonderful find , and I'm deepl y indebted to John
Proffitt for offering to me to remaster for Pristine. Recordings of the opera are thin on the ground - the world
stage premiere in 1934, conducted by Serafin (sadly incomplete) has been joined my a more recent digital recording
on the Naxos label; beyond that we have a suite and excerpts. This is the first time a full recording, conducted by
the composer, has been made available. Even more remarkably it's in stereo, of a kind! The majori ty of the
recording comes from the 1955 tapes, which vary in quality from somewhat dim and hissy to quite clear and bright.
I've attempted to even o ut these differences and enhance the sound as much as I can to give the best possible
Andrew Rose
outing for this truly historic recording.
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